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As lawyers and their law firms emerge from the COVID-19 global pandemic, some 

emaciated and bruised, others plump and triumphant, this report is a welcome 

salve for all. Well-timed is an understatement.

No matter the state of you and your law firm, one thing is for certain. We all 

hanker for “the next client”. Without them, our business is dead, or eventually 

will be. Simply serving existing clients isn’t enough to survive in this Digital Age 

and Covid Age with the inevitable uncertainty and churn that ensue. The only 

sure-fire way of continuing and progressing is to attract new clients.

However, there is a problem. It’s called “competition”. We are all curious about 

“the competition”, rightly or wrongly. Concerned that they may nick our existing 

clients and potential new ones, we stay alert to anything that might disadvantage 

us and turn to material and/or people that can give us a leg-up. As naturally 

curious creatures we’re also always interested in who is doing better because in 

our human DNA we are wired to evolve, which externalises in our constant strive 

to be more successful. Ergo, we like to snoop…

Even if you don’t suffer from FOMO (Fear of Missing Out) this is one report 

you should not ignore. Not only is it a comprehensive examination of digital 

performance of the Top 200 law firms in the UK in relation to which are excelling 

in terms of providing the best user experience and gaining visibility online, it is 

packed with golden nuggets that will appeal to you and your company’s bottom-

line: ANY lawyer, entrepreneur, marketeer or businessperson, in any law firm or 

business, of any size, here in the UK and beyond.

Within this report I was delighted to read about ‘why’ and ‘how’ those that 

performed so well out-smarted their competition, coupled with an array of 

insights and tips on what to do and what not to do. Pure gold. I will certainly be 

putting into practice this treasured guidance. I’m confident that I won’t be the 

only one either. If you don’t, you can bet your competition will be!

So, settle in, read on. You have nothing to lose, but everything to gain…

ForewordForeword

By Chrissie Lightfoot, Chief Tech Advisor 

and Writer to Modern Law (Chair of the 

‘Technology in Law Law Land’ roundtable). 

Chrissie is an Independent Non-Executive 

Director and Advisor, a global multi-

award-winning Legal Futurist, Consultant, 

Entrepreneur, Lawyer, AI LawTech Pioneer, 

Strategist, Marketeer, Brand builder, best-

selling Author and Keynote Speaker. Founder 

and CEO of EntrepreneurLawyer Ltd.

LEG M  RK
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•	 Most	law	firms	have	not yet prepared their website	for	Google’s	major	algorithm	update	that	will	penalise	slow		
	 websites	and	could	lead	to	a	drop	in	revenue	for	firms	that	aren’t	compliant	with	the	new	Google	guidelines.

•	 The	top	5	places	on	the	Revenue	Adjusted	Legmark	Index	are	dominated by smaller firms	showing	a	strong	‘pound	
	 for	pound’	performance.

•	 The	biggest improvement of all firms	is	for	Gunnercooke	who	have	invested	in	and	focused	on	getting	their		
	 website	working	very	efficiently,	recognising	the	importance	this	plays	in	a	successful	law	firm.

•	 Some	firms	have	launched	new	websites	since	last	year	that	have	seen	big drops	in	their	Google	page	speed	scores.	
	 Highly	optimised	websites	should	be	a	key	deliverable	in	the	brief	for	any	web	design	agency.

•	 Irwin	Mitchell	have	the	best overall scores	and	are	among	the	top	performers	in	all	categories,	clearly	showing	they	
	 understand	how	critical	it	is	to	create	a	strong	online	presence.

• Almost all the	top	10	largest	firms	have	improved	their	performance	from	last	year’s	data.	

•	 Changes	such	as	mergers	between	firms	or	new	site	builds	have	affected	some	law	firms’	website	performance	-	any
	 migrations	need	to	be	handled	very	carefully.

2021 Legal Sector Website Performance Analysis: Key Findings2021 Legal Sector Website Performance Analysis: Key Findings

This is a hefty report and analysis with lots of useful and insightful takeaways throughout.
If you’re in a rush and just want to know the key points, or the thought of reading over 10,000 words 
gives you the shakes, we’ve summarised many of them for you below.



Introduction  Introduction  
Welcome to the third annual Legal Sector Website 
Performance Audit by Legmark – your go-to 
source for the most up-to-date and comprehensive 
insights into the legal sector’s digital performance.
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The data in this report is based on the top 200 UK law firms, but the 

insights and analysis we provide throughout are relevant to all law firm 

websites, regardless of size.

If this is your first time viewing the report, feel free to take a look back at 

our historical data on the Legmark website. We’re always updating and 

refining the report to give you the statistics that really matter – and that 

can make a difference to your firm’s bottom line.

To gather the data, we consulted the top 200 UK law firms, ranked by 2020 

revenue as reported by The Lawyer. Using a selection of optimisation tools, 

we ran them through our checks to assess their website performance. The 

report looks at key digital metrics and search engine ranking factors, such 

as site speed, domain rating and traffic value.

Our aim is to determine which law firms are doing best in terms of 

providing the best user experience, and gaining visibility online. With 

better visibility, these firms can attract more customers and increase their 

revenue.

There are two main sets of results. The total score rank shows the firm 

with the best overall score across all the metrics we analyse. The Legmark 

Index is a unique weighted calculation that factors in the most important 

metrics and their contribution to a website’s overall performance. We 

also then apply an adjustment for revenue to ascertain the best ‘pound-

for-pound’ law firm website. Here’s a snapshot of the top 10 based on 

our unique, revenue-adjusted weighting system. We’ll cover the full 200 

throughout the report.

Introduction  Introduction  
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Content is still king. 

Ceteris paribus, the best content still wins.

With this in mind and as a thank you for purchasing this report, we’ve 

included a free gift – our tried and tested content writing guidelines for 

law firms. Follow the rules set out in that guide for content such as blogs, 

case studies, and latest news, and you’ll be on the way to ranking in no 

time.

So, if you’d like to increase revenue from your website, feel free to get 

in touch with us. We offer a number of services including personalised 

diagnostics to benchmark you against your competitors and give you 

insights into your overall performance, as well as improving website speed, 

creating high-ranking optimised content, and you can even pick my brains 

on an ad-hoc basis through our troubleshooting and consultancy service.

We hope you enjoy this as much as we enjoyed making it.

This shows Stephensons are the top ‘pound for pound’ firm based on our 

Legmark Index – demonstrating greater performance across the most 

important data we analysed. Meanwhile, Irwin Mitchell are number one for 

total score (even with the adjustment for revenue) and they are in top spot 

in the Legmark Index (non-revenue adjusted).

As we’re now in our third year running this report, we have more 

comparative data to help us make better conclusions – including who’s 

making changes, and who needs to catch up.

More importantly, this year sees the introduction of yet another update in 

Google’s search engine algorithm. In addition to the report, we’ve created 

a live API to determine how law firms score based on these new ranking 

factors. These are updated once a week and you can request to have your 

firm featured if you are not already. You can check out the live data on the 

Legmark website: legmark.com.

We’ve reached some eye-opening conclusions this year and expect to see 

some big changes as we navigate our way out of the pandemic. Not only 

should your firm be turning up its marketing to meet rising demand; you 

should also be focusing on Google compliance to get ahead.

With all this data bouncing around, it can be easy to forget about content. 

Google is in the business of delivering the right content to the right searcher 

to best answer their query. If you can produce the very best content on 

a particular subject, you’ll have a good chance to get onto page one. If 

you optimise your website to within an inch of its life but don’t have great 

content – you’ll struggle to get to the top of Google search results.
Sam Borrett
Director, Legmark Ltd



Executive Summary  Executive Summary  
The third annual Legmark Legal Sector 
Website Performance Report comes with 
some new changes and a few surprises, 
as well as some more predictable trends.

Legmark - Legal Sector Digital Marketing Specialists

hello@legmark.com – 0161 818 8448 – legmark.com
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Overall, there continues to be a huge discrepancy among the top 200 

UK law firms in terms of website performance. This does not necessarily 

correspond with revenue rank either: for example, of the top six firms in 

our unique ranking system, just one was a large firm. Irwin Mitchell tops 

the charts, but even the big guys can still miss out on opportunities.

The general trend appears to be that often just one or two particular 

facets of SEO can let down a site. Some firms fall short on link-building 

(off-site SEO), many have lots of low-quality content, while others are 

plagued by user experience issues.

The latter is particularly important this year. You’ll notice some changes 

to the report – for 2021, we have included a section on Google’s Page 

Experience update, released over the summer of 2021. This analyses 

firms based on their ‘Core Web Vitals’ scores and gives them a separate 

ranking out of 100. 

At this stage, we have chosen to exclude these from the overall Legmark 

score while we wait for the changes to take effect. 

We’re also looking at ‘star performers’ this year, building on previous 

data to determine who has improved most significantly. Finally, we have 

added radar charts to illustrate this data, giving firms a clear visual of 

where they need to improve. If you’d like to see your personalised chart, 

or even benchmark your firm against your competitors, please get in 

touch.

You can book a one to one consultancy call with Legmark Director, 

Sam Borrett, to troubleshoot any aspect of your digital marketing. Or 

we can complete our initial diagnostics on your SEO and page speed 

performance to give you a head start on the competition.

Visit the website for more details: legmark.com

Executive Summary  Executive Summary  

LEG M  RK



The general findings from this year’s report were:

•	 There	are	10 new entrants	this	year,	many	of	whom	are	already	performing	well.

•	 Some	larger	firms	may	be	relying on brand searches	rather	than	ranking	for	commercial	keywords	such	as	their	
	 core	services.

• We should take a holistic view with SEO,	as	data	from	one	source,	such	as	Majestic,	can	show	discrepancies	when	
	 compared	with	another,	such	as	SEMrush.

•	 Some	firms	are	losing out with link-building,	suffering	from	quantity over quality	–	suggesting	a	need	for	a	radical	
	 review	of	the	sites	linking	to	them.

•	 Other	firms	are	suffering	from	technical issues following	mergers	or	new	site	builds	(both	in	site	functionality	and	
	 SEO).

•	 Many	firms	have	taken	the	opportunity	to	get	ahead	with	Google’s Page Experience	update,	having	made	
	 significant	improvements	already.

Like	2020,	we	have	continued	to	use	Majestic’s	‘fresh’	index,	as	well	as	SEMrush	and	Ahrefs	to	analyse	off-site	SEO	and	
keyword	value.	This	year,	we	have	added	a	section	on	Google’s	Core	Web	Vitals	drawing	on	data	from	our	own	API	tool.	
While	this	does	not	impact	the	overall	ranking,	it	does	give	us	a	better	picture	of	what	to	expect,	making	this	the	most	
comprehensive	report	on	the	market	to	date.

Overall,	 it’s	great	to	see	many	of	the	UK’s	top	200	law	firms	taking	SEO	seriously,	and	even	better	to	see	those	paying	
attention	to	Google	changes.	With	the	constant	changes	ahead	of	us,	we	recommend	that	your	firm,	whether	you	are	in	
the	top	200	or	not,	speaks	to	a	legal	digital	marketing	expert.	This	will	ensure	you	have	a	long-term,	holistic	approach	to	
SEO	and	content	creation	–	refining	links	while	also	improving	user	experience.

Contact us today on hello@legmark.com or 0161 818 8448 to see how your firm measures up.



Methodology    Methodology    
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Some of the data is based on estimates in the software tools, for example, 

website traffic value is calculated based on the equivalent cost to generate 

the traffic via Google Ads.

We have also used our proprietary weighting system to determine the 

final Legmark Index Ranking, which factors in the most important and 

relevant of our digital metrics. It is then ‘revenue adjusted’ logarithmically 

to reflect upon the firm’s performance against their revenue figures.

All data was collected between 21/03/2021 and 09/05/2021 at various 

times of day and days of the week. We also collected page speed and 

mobile scores twice at varying times to produce an average score.

We tested root domains only and focused on the homepage, running 

all tests in Chrome Version 89.0.4389.128 64-bit. Please note that some 

figures are estimated based on third-party software calculations, using 

the most recent data it has available.

PageSpeed Insights scores from Google are using the ‘lab data’ for sites 

that don’t have sufficient traffic to generate field data. Lab data scores 

tend to be worse than field data (real world) as the lab data is simulated 

on a slower mobile connection. This is to better reflect a user accessing 

your website on a mobile phone while out and about.

We cannot take responsibility for the accuracy of these calculations, and 

would be happy to update them if your firm would like us to have access 

to your Google Analytics.

Methodology    Methodology    
We	have	used	a	range	of	analysis	and	optimisation	tools	to	gather	our	data,	including:

•	 SEMrush	for	keyword	values

•	 Ahrefs	for	keyword	rankings	and	domain	ratings

•	 Google	Page	Speed	Insights	(PSI)	for	mobile	and	desktop	web	speeds

•	 The	Legmark	API	tool	for	Core	Web	Vitals	data.

We	also	consulted	The	Lawyer	to	give	us	our	bank	of	data	based	on	the	UK’s	top	200	law	firms	by	revenue.

Legmark - Legal Sector Digital Marketing Specialists

hello@legmark.com – 0161 818 8448 – legmark.com
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Traffic Value – Based on SEMrush estimates, this is the monetary value 

of website traffic based on how much it would cost to generate that 

traffic from paid ads.

Mobile Page Speed – Using Google PSI figures, this awards mobile 

sites a score between 1 and 100. Anything 90+ is considered fast, and 

less than 50 is considered very slow.

Desktop Page Speed – This is just like mobile page speed, based on 

Google PSI scores.

Domain Rating – Using Ahrefs score of 1 to 100, this determines how 

popular your website is in terms of links compared to others around the 

world.

Keywords – Using Ahrefs data, this is the number of keywords your site 

ranks for in Google.

Traffic – This Ahrefs figure estimates how many website visitors you get 

based on the keywords you rank for and their relative search volumes.

Backlinks – Using data from Majestic, this shows how many links there 

are to your website – though many may be from the same domain.

Referring Domains – Also from Majestic, this is the number of different 

websites linking to your site. This is an important ranking factor, so we 

always use the last 90 days’ data.

Citation Flow – This is a metric used by Majestic to assess how influential 

your site may be based on links.

Trust Flow – This second Majestic metric looks at the quality of backlinks, 

and awards higher scores to sites with more relevant, high-quality links.

Core Web Vitals – These refer to the latest Google guidelines, 

measuring Largest Contentful Paint, First Input Delay and Cumulative 

Layout Shift – measures of site speed and user experience (UX).

Website performance data analysedWebsite performance data analysed

The following metrics helped us to determine a final ranking for the UK’s top 200 law firms:
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This metric is based on data from SEMrush software. It is calculated by analysing the cost of generating traffic to the website from paid search ads based on where 

the website ranks for each keyword. For example, if you were position 1 in Google for ‘personal injury solicitor’ with estimated traffic of 500 visits per month for 

that search term in that position, and the average cost per click on ads for that search term was £10, your traffic value would be £5,000. Combine all the keywords 

your website is ranking for, and the estimated traffic for each, and you’ve got your traffic value. Another way to look at it is how much you could save from your PPC 

budget per month if you were able to rank ‘organically’ for those search terms.

Top Performers – Website Traffic ValueTop Performers – Website Traffic Value    
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If you’re a niche or commercial firm 

providing services that don’t command 

high costs on PPC (pay per click) then you 

shouldn’t worry about competing with the 

firms that focus on personal injury and 

other consumer services. For example – the 

average cost per click for ‘personal injury 

solicitor’ is 15 times more expensive than 

for ‘contract lawyer’.

Top TipTop Tip

This data is particularly interesting for two reasons.

1.  Generally, we can assume that those with a high traffic value have a large breadth of 

coverage for both high and low-cost (based on competition) keywords.

However, low traffic value might not always be a bad thing. For example, if the law 

firm offers very niche services, they may only be interested in ranking for one particular 

term, which may be less competitive.

2.  This data proves that the larger firms don’t always make the cut – giving the smaller 

firms a chance to compete. We’ve ranked the keyword value against the firm’s overall 

revenue value. You can see that Irwin Mitchell and Slater and Gordon topped the 

charts for organic keywords, just as they did last year. The main reason for their high 

performance here is the high average cost per click for the types of search terms they 

rank for. In the personal injury sector, the competition is incredibly high, so the ad costs 

reflect that.

However, they are by no means the biggest in terms of revenue.

In fact, DLA Piper, who rank at #1 for revenue, have fallen down the ranks to 18th 

place, when last year they were in third place. This suggests that their competitors have 

done their homework in terms of enhancing their visibility online. Blake Morgan, for 

example, were not even in the top 20 last year. They have now climbed to third place, 

despite ranking only 55th in terms of revenue.

 As a firm, you should be focusing on the keywords that are more likely to convert into 

enquiries – this may vary depending on your offering, so you may not always have to 

go after the highest-value search terms. A higher traffic value may reduce your need for 

paid spend, helping to increase your margins. Keep watching your competitors, looking 

for new search terms, and reviewing your landing pages for conversion opportunities 

and calls to action.

Key InsightsKey Insights
•	Top	spots	remain	the	same	BUT	traffic	
value	 has	 fallen	 for	 both,	 suggesting	
more	competition	for	higher	value	terms

•	Traffic	value	 is	consistently	 lower	 than	
last	year	across	all	20	spots,	suggesting	
more	firms	are	 improving	and	 therefore	
more	competitive.
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This is the second year in which we’ve analysed the value per keyword metric. It’s a useful piece of data as it indicates the value of the SEO work these firms are 

carrying out to focus on the most competitive terms.

We calculate the figure by dividing the overall monthly traffic value above by the total number of keywords. This total number of keywords denotes those for which 

the site ranks, and we gather this data from SEMrush.

Top Performers – Value per Keyword  Top Performers – Value per Keyword      



Generally, the law firms offering the most competitive, and therefore highest value, 

services have the highest value per keyword – which means they would cost more 

to advertise. While these services are in demand and therefore hard to rank for, they 

also give firms the best return on investment, resulting in new leads and clients.

This year yielded some heartening results for smaller firms:

Note that the top result is Winn Solicitors, whose corresponding revenue rank is just 

163. In second place is Digby Brown, who again, sit relatively low in the list at 84. 

The key difference with these two law firms is that they specialise in personal injury 

enquiries.

You’ll also see that just two of the top 50 (Irwin Mitchell and Slater Gordon – the 

same as last year) are in this list. This suggests they have a wider breadth of lower 

value keywords, likely to include a lot of brand searches, and corresponds with their 

service offering. Winn Solicitors in particular rank well for car accident claim-related 

keywords, while Scotland-based Digby Brown score highly in local search, as well as 

clinical negligence claims.

This suggests that smaller firms can compete against the larger all-rounders, and 

that strong SEO efforts can trump big names. It is more valuable for niche firms to 

focus on their strengths, suggesting they have invested in optimising their site to 

rank for these keywords.

A great method for better rankings is to invest in content marketing – for example, 

using the ‘skyscraper’ technique to search for your targeted keywords and producing 

better content to outrank your competitors. We offer a dedicated team of legal SEO 

writers who can produce this content, with demonstrable success helping smaller 

firms rank for competitive terms.

Top TipTop Tip
Focusing in on the most relevant search terms that are 

most likely to convert well will increase your scores in this 

area. Make sure your SEO agency is driving traffic with 

relevant search terms that show the right ‘user intent’ 

and not just working on pointless or ‘vanity’ keywords.

17
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Backlinks are one metric, but referring domains are another. It is not enough simply to acquire hundreds of links from the same website. As law firms, we can show 

search engines how reputable we are by acquiring a broad range of relevant, high-quality links: from lots of other domains.

Number of referring domains is one of the most significant ranking factors (Ahrefs, 2021). Quite simply, the more people referring your site, the more trustworthy 

Google deems it to be – and therefore rewards it with higher rankings for your particular law firm services.

Top Performers – Referring Domains  Top Performers – Referring Domains      
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Top TipTop Tip

Having come on in leaps and bounds in 2020 (up nine places from 2019), Pinsent 

Masons maintain their position this year – as do DLA Piper, not surprisingly, as the 

highest revenue-earning UK law firm. In fact, positions remain largely unchanged 

from last year, but what’s interesting to see is that many topflight firms continue to 

invest in link-building.

DLA Piper, for example, have grown from 8,987 referring domains to 11,580: an 

impressive 29% increase. SEMrush data tells us the sharp increase begins to happen 

in August 2020, which was the same for Pinsent Masons – whose referring domains 

grew by 17%.

Again, however, big firms don’t always come out on top. Irwin Mitchell, for example, 

who generally top the charts across the board, sit at #16 in this list – suggesting they 

have invested more into their on-site SEO than building up their backlink profile. 

They may be relying on reputation alone, as there are almost 15,000 searches for 

their brand name per month, according to SEMrush.

This is why it is so important for smaller firms to take a holistic view towards online 

search visibility – not only by optimising their on-site content, but by building brand 

awareness. We can do this in a number of ways, for example creating linkable content 

that can be shared with journalists, trade bodies, and other relevant sites. Likewise, 

you can build links through digital PR, discussing your latest news, or sharing unique 

data that will interest readers.

Often, content marketing and digital PR go hand in hand. Great onsite content 

helps to boost keyword rankings, but if authoritative news sites can link to you, 

even better. Our team has a proven track record of building links with the BBC, The 

Guardian, Money Saving Expert, the Daily Mail and many others. It’s not easy, but it 

works – and can be done with a helping hand.

Visitors to your website from high-quality third-

party websites will usually convert at a higher 

rate than other traffic sources (check it out on 

your Google Analytics data). This means digital 

PR has two benefits: improve your search 

rankings, and generate high- converting traffic. 

Both will improve your bottom line.
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Trust Flow is a measure used by Majestic to determine the quality of links – specifically, those that link to your website. The more high-quality links your site has, the 

better link ‘equity’ it will have, and therefore, better chance of ranking for those converting keywords.

It’s also a great way of understanding the link between relevance and SEO rankings: with better, high-quality links, your firm will stand out against the rest.

Naturally, we see a lot of correlation between the number of referring domains and the top performers for Trust Flow in 2021:

Top Performers – Trust Flow    Top Performers – Trust Flow        
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Likewise, many of the results have stayed the same as 2020, with some 

entrants pushing their figures up nominally in line with an increase in the 

number of referring domains. As ever, there are some outliers. Osborne 

Clarke have dropped off the top 20 list this year. Last year, they were rated 

as 54, with a respectable 11th place.

This year, they have dropped to just 22, despite ranking highly in the number 

of referring domains, at 17th place. This might mean that many of the 

domains linking to their website are lower quality domains, or just that other 

law firms have managed to secure links from much higher domains than they 

have.

Law firms should run regular backlink checks to make sure they are not 

attracting ‘spam’ links, which is not always their fault, or that of their 

marketing teams. In extreme circumstances, we can ask for a ‘disavow file’, 

which essentially asks Google to discredit any poor-quality links that may 

have been added maliciously. However, we should always approach this with 

caution and only do so with the help of an expert.

Like many good practices in SEO, there isn’t really a ‘quick fix’ if your Trust 

Flow is low. Rather, you should focus on building good quality links from 

trade publications, industry bodies and reputable news outlets. At Legmark, 

we understand that this is one of the hardest parts of SEO, so we offer a 

comprehensive link-building service to improve your rankings naturally.

Top TipTop Tip

Be very wary of any agency promising lots 

of cheap links. It is the hardest (and typically 

most expensive) part of SEO and if an offer 

sounds too good to be true… Using content 

marketing campaigns and digital PR is often 

a better way to approach link-building. Try 

analysing some interesting data (like the 

website performance of the top 200 law firms) 

or building a useful website asset (like our 

Google Data API) and then promoting the 

results to attract links.
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This time, we’re moving away from Majestic and looking to Ahrefs for domain rating. This is essentially an analysis of your overall backlink profile in terms of size 

and quality, measured as a score out of 100. Once again, as we’re looking at offsite SEO, there’s a strong correlation between the top performers for domain rating 

and Trust Flow/referring domains.

Of course, there’s no reason to be disheartened if you’re not pushing the big numbers just yet. Domain rating is measured on a logarithmic scale, which means 

it’s much harder to move up to the higher scores like 70+ than it is around 20/25. The closer you get to 100, the harder it is to reach those top figures as the gap 

between scores widens.

Top Performers – Domain Rating    Top Performers – Domain Rating        
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Top TipTop Tip

Don’t sweat on domain rating. Focus on 

creating the very best content on the 

Internet, work your links and digital PR, 

and the domain rating will follow. And 

if it doesn’t, but you’re increasing your 

website traffic and conversions anyway, 

then happy days!

Domain rating is hugely important in SEO because it determines the quality 

of the sites linking back to you. Certainly, you can rank higher than other law 

firms if your domain authority is lower, but you’ll have to work harder. For 

example, you may need more and higher-quality links, have better internal 

linking, or produce content more specific to a searcher’s intent.

Once again, the big three dominating the top spots are DLA Piper, Pinsent 

Masons and Hogan Lovells. There is little to no movement this year, with the 

top 20 only fluctuating by one or two points up or down. It’s good news for 

Ashurst, who have climbed up from the bottom spot last year, while even the 

big guys like Pinsent Masons can afford to drop a point.

What’s interesting about this is how it corresponds with the abovementioned 

Trust Flow data. It’s a reminder to take a holistic approach when analysing 

website performance – for instance, we shouldn’t just go off Majestic data 

alone. For example, while Osborne Clarke’s Trust Flow has changed this year, 

it hasn’t affected the Ahrefs data.

Likewise, we shouldn’t put all our eggs in one basket because one metric 

does not necessarily guarantee revenue. For example, Plexus Law are in a 

respectable 57th place in the UK’s top law firms, but they score 191 out of 200 

for domain rating, at a relatively low 26. We also need to consider things like 

age of the site – Plexus Law was only founded in 2018, so within a couple of 

years, we may see this ranking climb higher.

Only with a full-service SEO agency can we examine all these offsite ranking 

factors and produce clear conclusions. Legmark can offer consultancy to law 

firms on where to make improvements.
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This is where it gets really interesting. We’ll cover the ramifications of page speed and Google’s Core Web Vitals in the pages below, but for now, we’re focusing on 

website speed based on Google PageSpeedInsights.

Following on from 2020, we have chosen to focus on mobile speed alone, which reflects Google’s mobile-first indexing (first introduced in 2016). Not only does page 

speed affect a law firm’s search engine rankings – which we’ll cover more in Core Web Vitals – it also affects conversions. According to HubSpot, website conversion 

rates drop by 4.42% for every additional second of page load time.

Top Performers – Website Speed    Top Performers – Website Speed        
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While this may sound like a lot of technical work, it doesn’t need to be. Law 

firms should focus on their transactional pages and make sure these are quick 

to load. Again, not only does this affect our bottom lines; it also has a knock-

on effect on SEO. Google looks for ‘bounce rates’ – the percentage of people 

who leave after viewing one page. A slow-loading page is likely to lead to 

more drop-offs, which could have an impact on your rankings.

Let’s take a look at how our top 200 fared for mobile page speed in 2021:

Akin to 2020, many smaller firms are topping the charts for mobile page 

speeds – a score out of 100 that is calculated based on a combination of 

Google data.

What’s interesting is that, though they are smaller firms – ranked at 109, 67 

and 153 respectively – they are completely different from 2020. In 2020, the 

top three were Dickson Minto, Lee & Thompson and Clarion. Dickson Minto 

have actually dropped to 15th place with a score of 72 compared to last year’s 

97, while Gunnercooke have taken the top spot.

This is an indicator of just how volatile mobile page speed is, and also, how 

seriously law firms are taking it as a ranking factor. This naturally leads into the 

Core Web Vitals, which breaks down speed in terms of user experience. It will 

be interesting to assess how these new ranking factors will affect mobile page 

speed in 2022, having been introduced halfway through 2021.

We would advise analysing your top converting landing pages and looking 

for opportunities to optimise speed, for example, implementing ‘lazy loading’ 

or compressing images.

Top TipTop Tip
Make page speed scores a KPI for your web 

developers. If they are struggling to improve 

the performance then use our page speed 

service and we’ll sort it out for you. All of the 

websites we’ve built for clients this year score 

over 85/100 with several standing at 99/100 

(including our own).



Core Web VitalsCore Web Vitals
This is a new addition to our Legal 
Sector Website Performance Analysis. 
It follows from the introduction of new 
ranking factors for 2021: 

Google’s Page Experience update.
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Top TipTop Tip

Use our superfast hosting to easily improve 

your page speed scores. Keep image sizes as 

small as possible. Don’t spend on paid traffic 

if your website isn’t working well technically - 

you’ll just be wasting money.

1.  Largest Contentful Paint: this is a measure of the time it takes for the 

largest element on a page to become visible.   In a law firm’s case, this might 

be a large hero banner. Google recommends that this takes no more than 

2.5 seconds.

2.  First Input Delay: this is the measure of time between a user first 

interacting with a page (clicking a link or button, for example) and how long 

it takes for the browser to begin processing that interaction. This is why the 

recommended speed is so low – just 100 milliseconds.

3.  Cumulative Layout Shift: rather than focusing on speed, this looks at 

the stability of a page and how much it moves around as it loads the various 

page elements.. The more ‘stable’ a page, the higher the score.

One of the best things about the page experience update is that there are 

SEO changes that can be made in the short term. For example, law firms 

could consider:

• Changing their hosting provider for faster speeds

• Reducing image sizes

• Tidying up code.

If time or budgets are in short supply, firms should prioritise the obvious 

technical problems and quick fixes, before trying to generate more traffic 

through link-building, PPC, or search rankings.

At Legmark, we have a proven track record of pushing smaller 

firms up the rankings, while we can also help with these 
developmental changes.
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The Legmark APIThe Legmark API

To find out how the UK’s top 200 law firms measure up against these 

new Core Web Vital metrics, we created a dynamic API tool. This 

pulls live data from Google each week, and ranks the scores on a 

traffic light scale. For example, if a site has a Largest Contentful 

Paint loading time of less than 2.5 seconds, it will be awarded a 

‘green’ score. We’ve also included Google’s overall score out of 

100 which is based on a weighted calculation of the various metrics. 

The table is updated every 

week and we provide 

historical data so you can 

track your site’s performance, 

and that of your competitors, 

all completely free.



How to Boost Your How to Boost Your 
Website’s PerformanceWebsite’s Performance
There is no reason why smaller firms cannot improve 
their website performance to get higher up Legmark’s 
Legal Digital 200. As our results have shown, smaller 
firms can compete in all of our metrics. 
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Website traffic value
Traffic value will largely be affected by how competitive the search terms 

are that you’re trying to rank for.  Personal injury terms tend to command 

much higher costs per click in Google Ads and therefore if you’re at the 

top of Google’s organic results for those types of searches, your traffic 

value will increase.  Hone in on more commercial search terms relating 

to your legal services and compare against other firms offering the same 

services.

Value per keyword
The two top scorers in this category were Winn Solicitors and Digby Brown, 

both of whom specialise in one niche: personal injury. Rather than trying 

to rank for everything, smaller firms should focus on their commercial 

services and push these search terms, which will naturally increase value 

per keyword. 

Referring domains

Larger firms take pole position here, such as Pinsent Masons, and this is 

thanks to a broad range of referring domains. While you should focus on 

getting multiple, relevant links, you should take care not to have too many 

from one domain. Aim for a wide range from high-quality news and blog 

sites, and legal or business sites. A great way to do this is to create linkable 

content. This will interest journalists and give you a unique, shareable 

offering.

Trust Flow

Our 2021 analysis actually proved to showcase what not to do in terms 

of link-building, with several (unnamed) firms serving as a cautionary tale. 

Deeper analysis shows that some of their links come from lower quality 

sites when compared to other firms. Audit your current backlink profile 

and look for any potential anomalies. In tandem, you should continue 

building good links through digital PR and creating great content.

Domain rating

While this is not a ranking factor, domain rating is a useful indicator of your 

site’s potential visibility as it does correlate with higher rankings. Don’t be 

disheartened if your firm is relatively new – age also affects domain rating.  

Building good quality links can improve this score.

Website speed

The fluctuating results year on year for website speed demonstrate how 

volatile mobile can be – particularly when we consider the new Core Web 

Vitals. For stability and speed, you should compress large images, switch 

your hosting provider or look to implement ‘lazy loading’. If you can’t do 

this site-wide, focus on your transactional (services/contact) pages first.

So, how can you make your firm compete with larger competitors for 2021? Follow these lessons 
from the Top 200 and watch your revenue climb – with even less advertising spend.
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Our unique Legmark Index takes just the most important metrics for ranking and performance with our own weighting system and then adjusts for 

revenue for a ‘pound for pound’ rating.  This year we’ve compared the results with 2020’s data to indentify the most improved websites.

Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021

With both content and Google’s new Core Web Vitals to consider, it’s time to spot the outliers and 
the star players for 2021.

We decided to put the firms that have climbed the ranks by more than 100 places under the microscope.
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Gunnercooke

Climbing an incredible 165 places up the rankings, it is a vast 

improvement in mobile and desktop speeds that is Gunnercooke’s 

fortune. Gunnercooke scored a near perfect 97 for mobile page 

speed and 92.5 for desktop, giving their users the optimum 

browsing experience.

In particular, Gunnercooke is worthy of note because of the 

unique ‘franchise’ model, which is disrupting the legal sector. 

Gunnercooke pride themselves on only recruiting lawyers with 

10,000 hours of experience or more, citing their goals to put 

customers’ needs first, operating as a group of associated firms.

This is certainly reflected in their domain rating, which, at 43, is 

pretty commendable. (Remember that this is logarithmic, and at 

109 on The UK Top 200, they are not yet going to be competing 

with the larger firms.) This suggests that they are already building 

their trust organically, and we should expect some impressive 

results in the future.

Looking ahead, Gunnercooke should focus on building links, 

which will help them to develop their trust further for a range 

of services. With such a broad spectrum of legal expertise, they 

should expect to see higher overall keyword values as they begin 

to rank for many terms.

Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021
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Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021

Kennedys

As the 27th best law firm in the UK, we would naturally expect 

Kennedys to rank highly – but it was not until 2021 that they really 

came into their own. Rising an incredible 132 places, Kennedys 

have made a notable effort in their offsite SEO.

For example, we can see here that their domain ratings, Trust Flow 

and referring domains are on the higher end of the scale, but they 

still rank as 67th on the Legmark Revenue Adjusted Rank overall. 

This is an achievement in itself as they previously ranked 199th – 

they now need to take a more holistic approach to their SEO.

This all comes down to website user experience. With the Core 

Web Vitals changes coming into play for 2021, Kennedys should 

focus on desktop speed and mobile speed to bring them in line 

with their topflight competitors.

They’ve done the hard work with the link-building – now, a few 

relatively ‘quick fixes’ will see them climbing up the rankings 

and achieving higher values per keyword. Nonetheless, this 

astronomical rise is a commendable effort, particularly for such a 

hard area of SEO.
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Mobile Speed
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Multiple values
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Sills & Betteridge
Maximum Score
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Sills & Betteridge

In a stark contrast from Kennedys, Sills & Betteridge have climbed the 

ranks thanks to their near perfect scores on site speeds. Moving up 113 

places to a middle-of-the-road 75 in our Legmark ranking, they have 

proven their commitment towards providing a better user experience.

What would serve them well now is to focus on building up their online 

reputation, as we can see here:

The firm is severely lacking in referring domains, and for those it does 

have, the Trust Flow is also relatively low. In their favour, they score 

reasonably well on value per keyword, likely because they compete for 

very high-value terms in the field of commercial law.

What would serve them well now would be to build up their links and 

gain more credibility, demonstrating their expertise in this field of law. 

It is one thing for users to have a great experience on the site, but firms 

need to have the visibility to help users land first.

This will also doubtless help their bottom line. As the 187th law firm 

based on revenue in the UK, Sills & Betteridge could make much more 

from their website if they were to focus on off-site SEO. They may rank 

for a small number of valuable keywords, but now need to widen their 

breadth to get those customers on the site and converting.

Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021
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BDB Pitmans
Another firm who certainly know their onions when it comes to page 

experience, BDB Pitmans score top marks on desktop speed – and just 

one mark off perfect for mobile speed. This is of course reflected in 

their change in rankings, from 115 into the top 10 – moving 104 places.

With a score of 67 in The Lawyer’s revenue rankings, we would expect 

BDB Pitmans to have the resources to fund these page experience 

changes. They have clearly had the foresight to invest before the 

Google Page Experience update – for now, they need to fill in the rest 

of the gaps:

We can see here that BDB Pitmans are relatively middle of the road 

in terms of off-site SEO, which is having a knock-on effect on their 

keyword coverage and values per keyword. They cover a huge spectrum 

of services, so we would naturally not expect them to have the highest 

value per keyword across the board.

Instead, they should focus on pushing up their domain rating by 

building more links. In particular, their Trust Flow is low, which suggests 

the links they do have are of little value. They should revise their current 

backlink profile, potentially running a disavow request if they do have 

any ‘spammy’ links, and turning to their competitors to see where they 

could achieve better links.

Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021Star Players: The Most Improved Law Firms in 2021

The topflight competitors could serve as inspiration for BDB Pitmans to 

move forward. They have topped the charts in terms of website speed and 

Core Web Vitals. They may not have the same funds as the UK’s Top 10, but 

they certainly have the potential with a long-term investment.
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Star Players: Special MentionsStar Players: Special Mentions

The same applies to Ince, who dropped from second place to 181st. While 

this needs additional investigation, we can see they’ve launched a new 

website since last year’s data was collected and this could be contributing 

to the drop in performance.

Some Ups and Downs...
A good ‘up’ example might be Irwin Mitchell – clearly, a larger firm with 

a more established brand, but proof that good SEO can be achieved 

across the board:

We must also give special credence to Stephensons. Not only have 

they risen into Legmark’s top 10 from 40th place in last year – they are 

now in 1st place. We must remember that they are 148th in the UK in 

terms of revenue, with the closest larger firm – Irwin Mitchell – in third 

place overall. They have achieved this with high values per keyword (in 

12th place) and second and third place for desktop and mobile speeds, 

while they’re also ahead of the game with Core Web Vitals.

The same goes with Lindsays – a relatively small firm in 153rd place 

on the revenue score, but an incredible second place in our rankings, 

largely thanks to an investment in mobile speed. They are staying 

ahead of the curve and demonstrating, once again, that David can beat 

Goliath!

We also must point out the outliers, whose website performance is 

reflective of third-party issues. For example, Barlow Robbins, who 

merged with Moore Blatch to become Moore Barlow LLP in 2020, 

have dropped from first place on the Legmark ranking in 2020 to 161st 

place. This could be down to having a new website and the teething 

issues that can come with it, and they should start to see their rankings 

improving once they iron out these creases.



How Does Your Firm Measure Up?How Does Your Firm Measure Up?  
New for 2021, Legmark has developed an audit tool to help you benchmark your firm against your competitors, and the maximum and 
median scores for each of our metrics.  We can see it in action here with this example, comparing Express Solicitors and Freshfields 
Bruckhaus Deringer:

For top marks across the board, your firm needs to focus on:

• A holistic PR and link-building strategy to build up referring domains 

 and Trust Flow

• Improving mobile and desktop speeds with better hosting or UX 

 design

• Producing high-quality content that answers users’ questions.

At Legmark, we can provide a comprehensive diagnostics report that 

identifies your firm’s strengths and weaknesses, from on-site content and 

page design to off-site links and trust. Even if your firm is not in the Top 200, 

you should focus on getting ahead now to increase visibility and generate 

more revenue.

Contact Legmark today for your own tailored diagnostics report, including 

recommendations for the latest Google update. 

Call us on 0161 818 8448 or email hello@legmark.com.

For now, we’d like to thank you for reading the 2021 Legal Sector Website 

Performance Report. You can see a full outline of the top 200 firms ranked 

by revenue and performance, as well as a like for like comparison of all our 

website performance data, in the tables on the following pages.

Build your own tailored audit with Legmark todayBuild your own tailored audit with Legmark today
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These tables show the change in website performance year on year 

for the all-important Legmark Index,  which is adjusted for revenue 

to get the ‘pound for pound’ comparison.

We have ordered the firms by revenue, and added green for firms 

that climbed the Legmark ranks, red for those that dropped, and 

blue for those that stayed the same or were new entrants for 2021.

In previous years, the larger firms tended to be lower down the 

Legmark Index - but the top half of this table will generally be 

pretty pleased with their performance improvements, while most 

of the bottom half still have some work to do.

Firms that have fallen the most are generally suffering from slower 

websites, a drop in Trust Flow (possibly due to low-quality link 

building) and that other firms are catching up.  

Firms Ranked by Revenue and Legmark Index – ComparisonFirms Ranked by Revenue and Legmark Index – Comparison

The  

Lawye r 

Rank 

2020 

Name  

Le gmark 

Inde x 

Re ve nue  

Adjuste d 

Le gmark Inde x 

Re ve nue  

Adjuste d 

Change  from 

2020 

1 DLA Pipe r 20 87 

2 Cliffo rd  Cha nc e  68 62 

3 Ho g a n Lo ve lls 12 6 

4 Alle n & Ove ry 14 -2 

5 Linkla te rs 63 10 

6 

Fre shfie ld s Bruc kha us 

De ring e r 76 19 

7 No rto n Ro se  Fulb rig ht 110 10 

8 CMS 43 -22 

9 He rb e rt Smith Fre e hills 46 7 

10 Eve rshe d s Suthe rla nd  38 71 

11 BCLP 30 4 

12 Ashurst 28 95 

13 Clyd e  & Co  18 -4 

14 Sla ug hte r a nd  Ma y 56 -49 

15 Go wling  WLG 31 -4 

16 Pinse nt Ma so ns 7 -4 

17 Simmo ns & Simmo ns 54 -16 

18 Bird  & Bird  13 3 

19 Wo mb le  Bo nd  Dic kinso n 132 -15 

20 Ta ylo r We ssing  69 -21 

21 DWF 194 -69 

22 Fie ld fishe r 88 -31 

23 Ad d le sha w Go d d a rd  62 -39 

24 Osb o rne  Cla rke  117 -61 

25 Irwin Mitc he ll 3 27 
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The big movers in this group of firms include Kennedys and 

Keoghs, who both benefit from much improved page speed scores 

since last year’s very low ratings.  

Moving in the opposite direction is Ince, one of several firms that 

have taken a tumble as a result of mergers and the changes to 

their website domains.  These issues may settle down but need to 

be considered when making any major changes to your websites. 

Firms Ranked by Revenue and Legmark Index – ComparisonFirms Ranked by Revenue and Legmark Index – Comparison

The  

Lawye r 

Rank 

2020 

Name  

Le gmark 

Inde x 

Re ve nue  

Adjuste d 

Le gmark Inde x 

Re ve nue  

Adjuste d 

Change  from 

2020 

26 DAC Be a c hc ro ft 17 2 

27 Ke nne d ys 67 132 

28 Ma c fa rla ne s 34 -12 

29 Withe rs 26 -16 

30 Ste phe nso n Ha rwo o d  91 -33 

31 HFW 8 23 

32 Mishc o n d e  Re ya  29 72 

33 

Wa tso n Fa rle y & 

Willia ms 187 5 

34 Tra ve rs Smith 105 -28 

35 

Cha rle s Russe ll 

Spe e c hlys 78 -32 

36 Sho o smiths 119 -13 

37 Sla te r a nd  Go rdo n 10 14 

38 Mills & Re e ve  58 -21 

39 RPC 32 55 

40 Ga te le y 100 -36 

41 Tro we rs & Ha mlins 19 1 

42 Burg e s Sa lmo n 48 28 

43 BLM 90 -61 

44 We ig htma ns 59 63 

45 Fre e ths 148 -50 

46 TLT 42 -36 

47 Inc e  181 -179 

48 Ke o g hs 135 54 

49 Hill Dic kinso n 143 35 

50 Pe nning to ns Ma nc he s 150 1 
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We see another of our star players, BDB Pitmans, sitting comfortably 

in 67th place on the revenue scale. Rising through the ranks by 

104 places thanks to an investment in website user experience, we 

should see even bigger improvements in the next year.

Plexus Law are one of only two law firms who have not moved since 

last year – just scraping into the list in 200th place. They’re doing 

well in terms of revenue, so if they want to see improvements long-

term, they should work to push up their domain rating.

Another firm that deserves a nod is JMW, who have made it into 

the top 10 after climbing 45 places. They have demonstrated 

tremendous success in terms of mobile speed, while they also rank 

highly for a number of keywords and enjoy high traffic volumes. 

Their only real downfall is their desktop speed. While Google may 

be using a mobile-first index, it’s still wise to invest in the desktop 

experience.

Firms Ranked by Revenue and Legmark Index – ComparisonFirms Ranked by Revenue and Legmark Index – Comparison

The  

Lawye r 

Rank 

2020 

Name  

Le gmark 

Inde x 

Re ve nue  

Adjuste d 

Le gmark Inde x 

Re ve nue  

Adjuste d 

Change  from 

2020 

51 Bro d ie s 71 87 

52 Bro wne  Ja c o b so n 52 -8 

53 Ste wa rts 129 -43 

54 Fa rre r & Co  152 -25 

55 Bla ke  Mo rg a n 145 -8 

56 Sha ke sp e a re  Ma rtine a u 120 -49 

57 Ple xus Le g a l 200 0 

58 Le wis Silkin 15 -2 

59 Burne ss Pa ull 65 10 

60 Birke tts 25 1 

61 Fo rste rs 188 3 

62 Knig hts 64 -29 

63 Ho wa rd  Ke nne d y 77 7 

64 

She p he rd  & 

We d d e rb urn 121 19 

65 Fla d g a te  50 -11 

66 Wa lke r Mo rris 102 -39 

67 BDB Pitma ns 11 104 

68 Hug h Ja me s 83 -4 

69 Cla rke  Willmo tt 104 6 

70 Be va n Britta n 70 30 

71 Bristo ws 33 -5 

72 Ke ysto ne  La w 164 -22 

73 King sle y Na p le y 82 -16 

74 JMW 9 45 

75 Fo o t Anste y 199 -10 
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Some big drops in the 75-100 category, and the first of our new 

entrants for 2021. O’Neill Patient have work to do to beat their 

193rd place on website performance, and get it in line with their 

revenue ranking. A long-term investment in website performance 

will only serve to increase their coverage and get better, and more, 

customers through the door.

Aside from a few increases at the top of this group, what went 

wrong for the rest of this category? For Sackers, who dropped 

80 places, there is work to be done across the board. They score 

below average on nearly all of our metrics save for desktop speed 

and, hearteningly, Trust Flow. They should harness the influence 

they have with these high-quality links and review their website 

content and target keyword searches to maximise the benefits.

Harper Macleod, meanwhile, score well for traffic and Trust Flow, 

but user experience is their downfall. A thorough page speed audit 

and conversion rate optimisation review would help to enhance 

their performance.

Firms Ranked by Revenue and Legmark Index – ComparisonFirms Ranked by Revenue and Legmark Index – Comparison

The  

Lawye r 
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76 Ca p stic ks 190 4 

77 Ashfo rd s 37 14 

78 Dic kso n Minto  98 -56 

79 Le ig h Da y 16 58 

80 Winc kwo rth She rwo o d  175 -15 

81 Ha rb o ttle  & Le wis 131 22 

82 

Ve a le  Wa sb ro ug h 

Viza rd s 21 12 

83 Mic he lmo re s 107 -35 

84 Dig b y Bro wn 133 3 

85 

Crip ps Pe mb e rto n 

Gre e nish 165 -16 

86 Ro yd s Withy King  154 -10 

87 We d la ke  Be ll 85 -18 

88 Wa rd  Ha d a wa y 97 -6 

89 Bra b ne rs 196 -28 

90 Ha rriso n Cla rk Ric ke rb ys 125 -44 

91 Russe ll-Co o ke  51 -4 

92 De vo nshire s 198 -1 

93 Wig g in 95 -17 

94 Fle tc he rs 170 -34 

94 Sa c ke rs 155 -80 

96 Simp so n Milla r 73 -24 

97 Minste r La w 167 -13 

98 O ’ Ne ill Pa tie nt 193 Ne w e ntry 2021 

99 Ha rp e r Ma c le o d  130 -47 

100 Tho rnto ns 171 -8 
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Three new entrants have made their way into the 100-125 category 

this year, with one achieving a notably high website performance 

score relative to their age: Duncan Lewis Solicitors. This is all thanks 

to their keyword and Trust Flow performance, showing that they 

have invested in reputation building. Their hard work has paid off 

as the 112th highest earning law firm in the UK!

There are some notable falls, such as DMH Stallard, whose desktop 

speed and total number of keywords let them down. However, their 

keywords are high value, which is commendable for a full-service 

law firm. A little investment in page experience should do the trick.

Again, a hearty congratulations goes to Gunnercooke for their 

meteoric rise, up 165 places this year for website performance. 

DMH Stallard would do well to follow their lead in terms of 

investment in page speeds.
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101 Bo o d le  Ha tfie ld  96 -4 

102 DMH Sta lla rd  74 -70 

103 Ba te s We lls Bra ithwa ite  123 46 

104 Ste ve ns & Bo lto n 23 -14 

105 Fo x Willia ms 79 -27 

106 Exp re ss So lic ito rs 113 61 

107 Thring s 108 59 

108 Pa yne  Hic ks Be a c h 160 -31 

109 Gunne rc o o ke  22 165 

110 Bo nd  Turne r 192 Ne w e ntry 2021 

111 Wilkin Cha p ma n 94 78 

112 Dunc a n Le wis So lic ito rs 57 Ne w e ntry 2021 

113 Mo o re  Bla tc h 146 40 

114 Ge ld a rd s 137 -3 

115 Wrig ht Ha ssa ll 5 36 

116 Ed win Co e  151 -35 

117 Turc a n Co nne ll 39 11 

118 Mo rto n Fra se r 172 3 

119 Ho we s Pe rc iva l 99 -39 

120 Me me ry Crysta l 189 7 

121 And e rso n Stra the rn 49 21 

122 Jo se p h Ha g e  Aa ro nso n 182 6 

123 Antho ny Co llins 44 -8 

124 Sig na ture  Litig a tio n 140 Ne w e ntry 2021 

125 

Tho mso n Sne ll & 

Pa ssmo re  92 19 
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There are a few causes for concern in the 125 to 150 category with 

only 10 improving on their scores last year (new entries excluded).

Clarion look to have suffered on page speed following the launch 

of a new website since our report last year, one of the main reasons 

for their drop of 58 places. 

Higgs and Sons are the second of two not to have moved this year, 

but at 162nd place, they could benefit from some SEO expertise. 

Their page speeds are above average, as is their value per keyword 

– again, commendable for a full-service firm – but they need to 

work on offsite SEO.
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126 Pe te rs & Pe te rs 47 -36 

127 Ro se nb la tt 169 8 

128 Te e s La w 27 32 

129 Ste p he ns Sc o wn 127 -14 

130 Va rd a g s 156 9 

131 Ashto ns Le g a l 112 -16 

132 Sto ne  King  84 64 

133 Co llye r Bristo w 149 1 

134 Ta ylo r Vinte rs 186 4 

135 Le ste r Ald rid g e  36 -4 

136 Cla rio n 103 -58 

137 La ng le ys 87 -2 

138 Tre tho wa ns 153 -8 

139 He witso ns 177 -1 

140 Ma c Ro b e rts 111 -43 

141 Pa ris Smith 136 45 

142 BTO So lic ito rs 173 Ne w e ntry 2021 

143 Ho d g e  Jo ne s & Alle n 60 72 

144 Bo tt & Co  118 -10 

145 Hig g s & So ns 162 0 

146 Go rd o ns 141 -36 

147 Fe nwic k Ellio tt 176 -3 

148 Ste p he nso ns 1 39 

149 Ke mp  Little  157 25 

150 Fo rb e s So lic ito rs 24 -16 
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Not surprisingly, we see the majority of 2021’s new entrants in 

this lower category. Three out of four score below average on 

our website performance rankings, while Carson McDowell have 

managed to achieve a decent 53rd place. This is thanks to their 

desktop and mobile speeds, while they also have a good domain 

rating.

There is work to be done, however. Link-building will help them to 

build up their trust and rank for better value keywords in the future.

Meanwhile, we also see some of our top improvers in this category. 

Lindsays’ investment in mobile speed has catapulted them to 

second place, but it is Nelsons that truly deserve a pat on the 

back. Moving up 84 positions to fourth place, they pass with flying 

colours on all our metrics – in particular, page experience. They’ve 

even managed to score highly on keyword value, so we should 

start to see them climb the revenue rankings in the near future.
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151 IBB So lic ito rs 93 -50 

152 Se tfo rd s 178 Ne w e ntry 2021 

153 Lind sa ys 2 13 

154 DAS La w 45 37 

155 Ne lso ns 4 84 

156 Ra d c liffe sLe Bra sse ur 72 22 

157 Te a c he r Ste rn 195 3 

158 Sinto ns 179 -27 

159 TWM 138 -36 

160 

Simo ns Muirhe a d  & 

Burto n 142 Ne w e ntry 2021 

161 Bo ye s Turne r 66 -11 

162 Elliso ns 174 -55 

163 Winn So lic ito rs 180 -19 

164 Ro ytho rne s 61 65 

165 Ca rso n Mc Do we ll 53 Ne w e ntry 2021 

166 Bra c he rs 163 1 

167 Ra msd e ns 106 -89 

168 Birc ha ll Bla c kb urn La w 191 4 

169 Flint Bisho p  147 -29 

170 Swita lskis So lic ito rs 122 Ne w e ntry 2021 

171 Na p the ns 116 -2 

172 Enyo  La w 166 -35 

173 EMW 109 34 

174 Lup to n Fa wc e tt 134 4 

175 Antho ny Go ld  So lic ito rs 168 2 
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In this final group, we must give credit to Stowe Family Law, who 

have made it all the way into sixth place on the website performance 

scale. Jumping 74 places from last year, Stowe Family Law have 

improved page speed, while they also benefit from high traffic 

numbers and value per keyword.

This category also demonstrates the consequences of mergers, 

which can impact a domain if URLs are changed. For example, 

Barlow Robbins, who have fallen 160 places this year, were 

previously in first place. 

We should also say a big well done to Chattertons which, as a new 

entry, have managed to score a very respectable 41st place for 

website performance. This is all thanks to great page speeds and 

a high Trust Flow – showing they’ve got a pretty strong reputation 

already. 
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176 Wilso ns 55 -30 

177 Co ffin Me w 159 -12 

178 Gille sp ie  Ma c a nd re w 114 -53 

179 Go o dma n De rric k 40 29 

180 Muc kle  144 -5 

181 Bla c ks 183 -4 

182 Kuits 126 20 

183 FBC Ma nb y Bo wd le r 101 -12 

184 Sto we  Fa mily La w 6 74 

185 Se d do ns 139 -6 

186 Cha d wic k La wre nc e  81 23 

187 Sills & Be tte rid g e  75 118 

188 Wrig le ys So lic ito rs 89 14 

189 La nyo n Bo wd le r 158 1 

190 Hunte rs 197 -13 

191 Ba rlo w Ro b b ins 161 -160 

192 Ke e b le s 128 29 

193 Sc ho fie ld  Swe e ne y 86 -24 

194 Cha tte rto ns 41 Ne w e ntry 2021 

195 Le e  & Tho mp so n 80 -75 

196 Le d ing ha m Cha lme rs 115 -50 

197 La yto ns 185 -2 

198 Ta ylo r & Emme t 124 42 

199 Ma yo  Wynne  Ba xte r 35 77 

200 Wa lla c e  184 -4 
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